
LIQUID PENETRANT TESTING ESSENTIAL 
BLACK LIGHT SYSTEM-ZB 100F 

 

100 Watt hand held model includes transformer , cord 

and  plug .  

 

Typically black light output 4,000 uw/cm2, white light 

emission less than 1ft candle . 

 

Plastic air Flo Bezel protects operator  and  filter glass 

 

NI-Cr TEST PANELS 

 

 For evaluating penetrant  system performance  and  

sensitivity .  

 

Available in four types of flaw depths of 10,20,30 and 50 

microns .  

 

Set consists of 2 matching test panels .Provided with 

manufacturers test certificates.  

 

TAM PANEL 

 

A fast  and  reliable means of monitoring the proper 

functioning of a liquid penetrant system. 

 

 Stainless Steel panel  with 5 star  shaped flaws of 

decreasing size on one half,   with rough sand  blasted 

surface on other half for checking  sensitivity  & 

removability   of penetrants , meets pratt  and whitney 

specifications  

 

                       DIGITAL WHITE LIGHT METER 

 

Accurately measures visible light by foot candles and lux 

.White light meter   comes with meter , a permanently 

affixed white light sensor, battery and  carrying case 

                        

DIGITAL BLACK LIGHT METER 

 

Accurately measures black  

light(microwatts/cm2).Includes meter , a permanently  

affixed  black light sensor , battery carrying case . 

 

 

 

 



LIQUID PENETRANT TESTING ESSENTIAL 
 

 

 

 

UV SUPER FLOOD LIGHT 400W 

 

High intensity of 6500 -7000 microwatts/cm2 at 12” 

 

Give importance on reduction in inspection , time, easy 

inspection, reduction in fatigue and most important is  

High area coverage than spot/black light 

 

 Give importance to easiness on inspection and to 

detect the defect  under powerful illuminated area 

  

 

 

  

                   U.V ABSORVING SPECTACLES 

 

Reduce eye fatigue from exposure to U/V light 

emission 

 

 

 

 

 

WATER SPRAY GUN 

 

For rinsing either water –wash or post emulsifiable penetrants. 

 

HYDRO WASH SPRAY GUN 

 

For water rinsing of parts,air injection boosts velocity ,permits  faster rinsing  with less water usage.  

Useful with low or fluctuating water pressure. For  spray distances over three feet or when rinsing 

hollow or  rough surface parts 

  


